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Apollo II
The Apollo II uses high quality materials for this unshielded Solid 

Core twisted pair of frequency tuned SA-OF8N copper conductors. 
The sound is smooth, accurate, neutral and open. All TARA Labs 

cables are handcrafted in Oregon, USA.

Apollo I
Apollo I uses the TARA Labs frequency tuned SA-OF8N conductor, 

proprietary dielectric material and CCI testing and the result is 
nothing short of stunning! Open and accurate sound with precise 
detail and resolution. Perfect for the up and coming audiophile.

Apollo Speaker
The Apollo features 2-14 AWG conductors each (+) and (-) 

conductor path consisting of seven SA-OF8N® "Pressure Grouped" 
solid core copper conductors. Each conductor run is finished by 

extruding a thin layer of SVPE™ primary dielectric. The Apollo S/C is 
terminated with a BSM. This enables the user to switch out 

termination and use either spades or bananas. The Apollo delivers 
live sound with solid bass, smooth highs and increased clarity.

Apollo Digital
The Apollo digital audio cable is an excellent choice of digital 

cable for a wide range of components. It is exceptional in dealing 
with timing errors as they are greatly reduced by our use of 

superior quality cable, along with exceptional shielding to reject 
interference within the cable. Apollo Digital is open and accurate 

with excellent base punch and control.

Apollo Sub
The Apollo Sub-woofer cable is the first in a series of awesome 

subwoofer cables. Used in a home theater setup, the low 
frequency response is quite amazing. *SA-OF8N conductor; dual 
shielded; SVPE primary dielectric around conductors; both Mylar-
backed foil & Anti-corrosion copper braided shield. Excellent bass 

punch, control, articulation & detail.

Apollo Phono
The Apollo phono cable is our entry level cable manufactured to 

be compatible with a wide variety of phono cartridges. The 
perfect phono cable for the up & coming audiophile. Available 
termination: RCA & XLR. Precise & detailed, natural & musical.

Apollo AC
TARA Labs Apollo-AC power cable is superior to stock OEM cables. 
Hand-crafted. Each conductor run is dual shielded against EMI/RF 
interference. “AC power cables are usually the last cables to be 
included in an audio system, but with the right cable, you can 

have a vast improvement in sound quality.”
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